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Strange Aeons

An Introduction

Welcome to the world of Strange Aeons!  This introductory rule package is designed to give you a taste of 
the game system by playing through a slightly scaled-down game.  Only the rules you need for this simple 
scenario are provided in this package.  Rest assured that the complete game provides a much greater vari-
ety of weapons, skills, game conditions and eldritch opponents.

What You NeE d

Along with these rules, there are a few other things you will need to play Strange Aeons. 

Models

For this introductory scenario, you’ll need five models: two heroes, two cultists and a zombie.

Playing Area And Scenery

Strange Aeons should be played on a level surface that measures roughly 2’ x 3’.  There are no special ter-
rain requirements for this scenario, so you and your opponent may place anything you like on the table to 
your mutual agreement.  Make sure to add a few pieces of cover (walls, piles of crates, etc), else your game 
may be over faster than you might like!

Dice

All rolls in Strange Aeons use standard six-sided dice. You’ll typically need about six of these. Sometimes 
you will be asked to add or subtract from the result (D6-2), roll 2 dice and add them together (2D6), or roll a 
D3: 1 or 2=1, 3 or 4=2, 5 or 6=3. If you re-roll a dice you must always take the second result.

Other StufF 

You will also need a tape measure marked in inches, a pencil, eraser and copies of the Log Sheets included 
with this scenario pack.

Game Rules

Characteristics

Every model in a game of Strange Aeons is defined by the following set of characteristics:

Movement (M):  How far the model can move in inches with a single Move or Charge Action.

Dexterity (Dex.):  Dexterity measures a model’s hand-eye coordination. A model needs to roll its 
Dexterity score or higher in order ‘to hit’ a target when Shooting.

Constitution (Con.):  This characteristic is a measure of how tough an individual model is. Consti-
tution is used to resist damage from Shooting and Close Combat attacks.

Attacks (A):  Attacks are how many dice you roll in Close Combat.

Wounds (W):  A model’s Wounds characteristic indicates how many times the model can be wounded 
before being killed or incapacitated. 

Resolve (Res.):  The ability of a character to remain sane in moments of great stress or horror. Mod-
els failing a Resolve test roll on the Insanity Table and go temporarily insane.
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SkilL s

Skills are the aptitudes and abilities that set a model apart from others. In the complete game, you will be 
able to personalize both your Threshold operatives and Lurkers with skills of your choice. To keep this 
demonstration simple, skills have been preassigned, and their game effects are indicated on the included 
Threshold and Lurker log sheets.

Many models also have Special abilities, which are intended to categorize model types and show species 
specific rules.  For simplicity, we have treated the only Special status applicable to this scenario as Skills for 
the purpose of the demonstration.

Turns

Games of Strange Aeons are divided into Turns. Much like a game of Chess, one side goes and then the 
other. In every Turn the player whose Turn it is chooses one model. This ‘nominated’ model will perform two 
Actions of the player’s choice before the Turn is complete. The other player will then take his Turn and so 
on, continuing on until one side has no more models on the tabletop.

Actions

When a model is ‘nominated’ it must perform two Actions before the Turn ends and play is turned over to 
the opponent. ‘Nominated’ models can perform any kind of Actions in any order. Permissible Actions are as 
follows: Change State, Charge, Move, Shoot.

Change State:  Models will Change State due to Injury and Insanity. There are three states: Normal, 
Face Up and Face Down. It takes an Action to Change States from Face Down to Face Up and an Action 
to go from Face Up to Normal. Models that are not Normal may not use the Command skill until their 
state changes.

Charge:  Models wishing to engage the enemy in Close Combat must Charge them. A Charge is a 
Move Action that brings the nominated model into base-to-base with an enemy model, after which a 
round of Close Combat is fought immediately. 

Move:  A Move Action allows a model to move up to its Movement Characteristic in inches.

Shoot:  If you have line of sight and are within range to any part of an enemy model (including the 
base) you may Shoot. Roll as many dice as the Rate indicated in the profile of your weapon.

Change State Actions

A Change State Action may only be chosen if a model has been placed Face Down or Face Up due to Injury 
or Psychology. In fact, models may choose nothing other than Change State Actions until they are Normal. 
Models may NEVER be Compelled to Change State for ANY reason. A model may not use the Command 
skill in any state except Normal.

States

All models on the tabletop will be in one of three states.

Normal: The model may act as Normal with no modifiers to its characteristics. If the model was wound-
ed (down to 0 Wounds) but not removed from the table, treat it as having 1 Wound remaining. Models 
that are not Normal (Face Down or Face Up) may not use the Command or Lieutenant skills until their 
state changes.

Face Up: Models that are Face Up (Stunned or suffering from Stupefaction) may fight back in Close 
Combat with a –1 modifier to their Attacks characteristic, down to a minimum of 1. If they win in Close 
Combat they move out of base-to-base 2” in the direction of the controlling player’s choice.

Face Down: Models that are Face Down (Unconscious or suffering from Catatonia) can do nothing and 
are automatically removed as a Major Injury if engaged in Close Combat.
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Back To Normal

To return to Normal (suffer no modifiers from being Face Up or Face Down) a model must be nominated 
and expend one action to Change States from Face Down to Face Up, and an additional action to go from 
Face Up to Normal. Face Up and Face Down models both gain a 6+ Save against all Ranged Attacks, as their 
prone position makes them more difficult to hit. If the model is Changing States while in base-to-base with 
an enemy model, a round of Close Combat is fought after each Action.

Charge Actions

Models wishing to engage in hand-to-hand combat must Charge. A Charge is a Move Action that ends up 
in base-to-base with an enemy model. Even if models are already in base-to-base, a model wishing to fight 
must declare a Charge action to do so. Resolve tests for moving in base-to-base with a Hideous enemy are 
taken before Close Combat is fought. A round of Close Combat is fought immediately after the test, regard-
less of the result.

Close Combat (‘to hit’)

Models have an Attacks characteristic that denotes how many dice are rolled in Close Combat. Close Com-
bat weapons have a C.C. Bonus (Close Combat Bonus) that adds to the highest dice rolled. Models in Close 
Combat each roll their dice, apply the C.C. bonus, and compare totals. If these totals are the same, then the 
Close Combat is considered a Draw.

Damage (‘to wound’)

Every point that the winner beats his opponent by is a ‘hit’. Roll dice equal to the number of hits, take the 
highest dice rolled and add any damage bonus indicated in the profile of the weapon used. If the total 
equals the targets Constitution a ‘Wound’ has been caused. If it exceeds the targets Constitution, add +1 for 
every point past the models last Wound to the roll on the Injury Table. 

It’s A Draw

If both models roll the same total ‘to hit’ in Close Combat or the winner simply fails to remove the loser from 
the table, the result is a Draw. If either model is nominated in subsequent turns they must remain in base-
to-base and declare Charge actions to engage in further combat. This continues until one is victorious. At 
the start of each turn that models remain in a Draw a Close Combat is fought. This is done BEFORE nomina-
tions.

Multiple Opponents

Models engaged in Close Combat may only target one enemy model at a time. A model gains +1 Attack for 
every additional friendly model (not including itself) also in base-to-base with the model being attacked. 
If a Draw against multiple opponents occurs, the player must choose one model to fight Close Combat and 
receive bonus Attacks (at the start of the Turn).

Leaving Close Combat

Models may choose to leave Close Combat after they win ‘to hit’ and before rolling ‘to wound’. Simply Move 
the winning model up to his Movement characteristic in inches away. If a model suffers from Revulsion and 
breaks from Close Combat however, it is a much different story. The opponent rolls a free Wound before 
any Move is taken. If the model suffering Revulsion is still alive and Normal it may then Move out of base-
to-base.
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Move Actions

Each time a nominated model uses a Move Action, it may move any distance (in inches) up to its Movement 
characteristic. Move Actions ending in base-to-base with an enemy model are considered Charge Actions. 
A model may NEVER Move through another models base, but when measuring to Move the tape measure 
may be bent, curved or positioned however the player sees fit.

Terrain

Players may use any terrain that they have as games of Strange Aeons can take place anywhere in the world. 
Although the table top need not be covered with terrain, there should be at least four to six pieces on a 2’x3’ 
board. Terrain has been broken down into three types for ease of play.

Open: Open ground, streets, rolling hills and anything under 1” high. There is no effect on the models 
Movement.

Rough: Rubble, boulders, walls and anything from 1” to 2” tall. Models Moving into Rough terrain suffer 
–2 Movement until no longer in base contact with the terrain.

Impassable: Lava pools, bottomless crevasses, anything over 2” high with no ladders etc. Models may 
NEVER enter Impassable terrain voluntarily. If forced to enter, they suffer a Major Injury. 

Ladders, ropes, etc: If a model at the bottom of a Ladder etc. uses a Move Action it may Move up to 6” 
up the ladder and be placed in base-to-base with the top edge of the surface it climbed. This may also 
be done in the reverse, moving down the ladder etc. If there is a model in base-to-base with the top or 
bottom of the ladder, it may not be climbed until the blocking model is Moved or removed from play 
and the way is clear.

Shoot Actions

Whenever a Shoot Action is chosen for a model, there must be line of sight on an enemy within Range. If the 
model has several Ranged weapons, one must be chosen for this Turn. To Shoot follow these steps:

Choose target by checking line of sight and range. Check for Cover.–
Roll as many dice as the weapons Rate. Target may save if in Cover.–
Make Damage rolls. –

Choose Target

All enemy models are possible targets. Any enemy model may be selected unless there are enemy models 
within 5” and line of sight of the shooting model. If this is the case, the closet models must be shot at first 
unless a Resolve test is passed. Enemy models within 5” but in Close Combat may be ignored. 

Line Of Sight And Range

If a tape measure can be drawn between the two models and the distance is equal to or less than the Ranged 
weapons Range, the model may Shoot. If ANY terrain features are in between the two models, the target may 
benefit from a Save. This should be decided before the roll ‘to hit’.

Shooting (‘to hit’)

Each Ranged weapon in Strange Aeons has a Rate. To shoot, simply take as many dice as the weapon’s Rate, 
roll the dice and compare the results to the shooting models Dexterity. All dice rolled that are equal to or 
above the models Dexterity have ‘hit’ the target. If the target gets a Save it must be taken now.

Damage (‘to wound’)

All dice that successfully ‘hit’ the target are rolled again ‘to wound’. Check the weapons Damage and add 
any bonus to the highest dice rolled. If the total equals the Constitution of the Target, a Wound has been 
caused. If the total exceeds the Constitution of the target, you should add +1 for every point past the models 
last Wound to the roll on the Injury Table.
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Cover Saves

A targeted model may gain a Cover Save if there is terrain between him and the attacker, or if the model is 
inside or behind a terrain piece that grants cover. For ease of play there are three types of Cover.

Light: Short walls, craters, hedges and any obstruction in line of sight. Model gains a 6+ Save.

Medium: Ruins, rocks, any terrain that covers at least half of the target from view. 5+ Save.

Heavy: Trenches, bunkers, any terrain that covers more than half the target from view. 4+ Save.

Decide which type of cover save the model benefits from, and roll one dice for each ‘hit’. Rolls that are equal 
to or greater than the number required are a considered a Save, which negates the hit.

Psychology

Out of all the myriad of beings in the cosmos mankind is alone in its assumption of an organized universe. 
Often the strange and bizarre natures of the creatures encountered are enough to chill the heart and test 
the faith of any stern adventurer. Perhaps watching as a team member is torn to pieces just inches away or 
gleaning a terrible truth from an ancient tome…whatever the reason, Threshold models, and in fact ANY 
Human model (including Cultists), will be required to make tests against their Resolve characteristic when 
any of the following happens, as soon as it happens. This may mean several tests in one turn. Only Normal 
Human models are subject to psychology; Face Up and Face Down models have their own problems.

A Human model will be required to take a Resolve test when the following circumstances arise:

If a friendly model is removed from the table (due to Injury) within 5” and line of sight.–
If there are no friendly models within 5” and at least 3 enemy models within 5” and line of sight.–
If a Lurker that is Hideous is in base-to-base.–
If the model is the last model of it’s faction remaining in play.–

Once a Resolve test has been passed the model may continue to act as normal. A model passing a Resolve 
test has faced his fears (at least for the time being) and need not take another test again unless the model 
is confronted by a new situation. If the test is failed, the model must roll on the Insanity Table and apply the 
results immediately.

The model need not make another test against its Resolve after the Insanity Table Results have been applied 
unless confronted by a new situation.

Models with Command can aid their compatriots in coping with the horrors they witness.  To reflect this, 
a model within 5” of a friendly model with the Command skill may use the Commanding model’s resolve 
characteristic when rolling Resolve tests.

Leaving The Table

Sometimes models are forced to leave the tabletop due to Insanity, being Thrown, or any number of reasons. 
Unless otherwise stated in the Scenario Special Rules, a model that leaves the table, either voluntarily or 
otherwise, is counted as a Minor Injury and can take no further part in the game.

Injuries

When a model has been reduced to 0 Wounds, the attacker determines the severity of the damage by roll-
ing 2D6 on the Injury Table. Add +1 to the dice roll for every point by which the damage roll exceeded the 
wounded model’s Constitution.

Major Injuries

Major Injuries reflect serious wounds sustained by agents in the line of duty, which have a chance of leaving 
a model with a permanent effects, both mental and physical.  However, for the purposes of this introduction, 
a Major Injury has the same game effect as a Minor Injury: the model is removed from the table.
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The Scenario

In all games of Strange Aeons, one player will field their squad of Threshold operatives, while their oppo-
nent will assemble a group of Lurkers from among the over twenty available profiles to match the point total 
of the Threshold group.  A new squad will normally start at a value of 15 points, but this introductory game 
will field 10 point forces.

Strange Aeons features five basic scenarios, as well as a series of quest scenarios your operatives will be 
able to challenge as they learn more secrets of the eldritch world.  For this demonstration, we have selected 
the most straightforward scenario: Fight.  It’s a battle to the death, and the last man standing wins.

To start, choose who will play Threshold and Lurkers, then set up terrain to your mutual satisfaction.  Once 
the table is prepared, each player rolls a D6.  The player with the higher roll chooses which table edge they 
wish to deploy on.  Models may be placed up to 5” from the table edge, and may begin the game inside 
buildings or other terrain features if desired, provided the base of the model still falls entirely within the 5” 
deployment zone,  Once the first player has finished deploying their models, the opponent deploys within 
5” of the opposite table edge.

Once all models are deployed, each player again rolls a D6.  The player with the higher roll takes the first 
turn.  The game continues until all models from one side have been removed from the table.

The log sheets provided for each faction include all the model characteristics, tables, weapon stats and skill 
definitions you’ll need to make your way through the game.

Some tips to help you out with your first game:
More often than not, you’ll want to start each turn by nominating your figure with the Command skill, –
thereby allowing him to nominate the remaining models in your force.  The more models you have 
taking Actions on any given turn, the better your chances.  Don’t forget that Command can’t be used 
by a model that starts the turn in any state other than Normal.
Target your opponent’s Commander!  Reducing the number of models they can nominate may put –
them in a hole they can’t dig out of.
Models with poor dexterity don’t have very good aim.  You may be better off trying to get them into –
Close Combat than sitting back and taking pot shots.
The Zombie is slow, but hard to kill due to his Tough skill and rather nasty in Close Combat.  Thresh-–
old players will want to do their best to take it out with shooting attacks.  Don’t forget: the Zombie is 
Hideous, and Threshold models will have to make a Resolve check if they ever have the misfortune of 
finding themselves in base-to-base.
Cover is your friend.  Even a few crates can make the difference between life and death.–

We hope this demonstration gives you a good sense of the game mechanics.  We’ve left out quite a bit, but 
haven’t fundamentally altered anything: all the rules you see here will work exactly the same in the final 
rulebook.  In the complete game, you’ll choose and equip your own Threshold operatives, and see them do 
battle with different combinations of Lurkers each game.  Access to body armour, heavy weapons and ex-
plosives, and magic spells and artifacts add considerable flexibility and flavour to the game.  Two pages of 
Advanced Rules may also be utilized by experienced players looking for a more complex game.

Strange Aeons

A Miniature Skirmish Game of Eldritch Horror

wW w.strange-aeons.ca



-- Threshold - Log SheE t --

Character: Frank Howard Skills: Command, Characteristic Decrease (-1 Dex)

M Dex Con A W Res Weapons & Gear

5 3+* 6 3 2 3+
Double-barrelled Shotgun, Bowie knife, 
.45 Handgun

* the -1 modifier from the Characteristic Decrease skill is reflected in the printed model profile

Agent: Arthur Blackwood Skills: Lucky

M Dex Con A W Res Weapons & Gear

5 5+ 6 2 1 4+
Meat Cleaver, Bowie knife, .45 Handgun

Insanity Table

Insanity D6 Results

Catatonia 1 Place the model Face Down

Stupefaction 2 Place the model Face Up

Revulsion 3-4 Model runs (1 Move towards own edge)

Frenzy 5-6 Model makes 1 Move towards closest ene-
my; double C.C. Attacks for this Turn only 

Injury Table

Injury 2D6 Results

Stunned 2-4 Place the model Face Up

Unconscious 5-6 Place the model Face Down

Minor Injury 7-8 Remove model from table

Major Injury 9-12 Remove model from table

SkilL s & Abilities

Name Effect

Command When nominated, a model with 
Command may also nominate two 
additional friendly models within 
10”.  Note that a model may only 
use this ability when starting the 
turn in the Normal State.

Characteristic 
Increase or 
Decrease

The selected characteristic is in-
creased (M, Dex, Con, A, W) or de-
creased (Dex, Res) by a value of 1.

Hideous Models subject to psychology must 
make a Resolve check when enter-
ing base-to-base with a Hideous 
model.

Lucky The model may re-roll any single 
die once per game.

Tough Injury rolls against this model are 
subject to a -2 penalty.

Undead Model is immune to psychology.

Weapons Table

CLOSE COMBAT C.C. Bonus Damage Special

Unarmed +0 1D Unarmed

Club +1 1D+2

Bowie Knife +1 1D+1

Meat Cleaver +2 1D+2 Parry

RANGED Range Rate Damage Special

.22 Handgun 8” 2D 1D+1

.45 Handgun 10” 1D 1D+2

Shotgun 10” 1D 1D+2 Blast, Power

Double-Barreled 
Shotgun

10” 2D 1D+2 Blast, Power

WEAPON SPECIAL RULES

Blast Add +1 to damage when target is within 6”

Parry When fighting in Close Combat, you may force your 
opponent to re-roll any one of their “to hit” dice.

Power If the target is not removed from the table after de-
termining damage, it is moved D3” directly away 
from the firing model.

Unarmed A model with no Close Combat weapons automati-
cally suffers a “hit” before Close Combat is fought.



-- Lurker - Log SheE t --

Lurker: Cult Leader Skills: Command

M Dex Con A W Res Weapons & Gear

5 4+ 6 2 1 2+
Shotgun, Bowie knife, .22 Handgun

Lurker: Cultist Skills: None

M Dex Con A W Res Weapons & Gear

5 5+ 5 1 1 5+
.22 Handgun

Lurker: Zombie Skills: Tough Special Abilities: Hideous, Undead

M Dex Con A W Res Weapons & Gear

3 6+ 5 2 1 5+
Club

Insanity Table

Insanity D6 Results

Catatonia 1 Place the model Face Down

Stupefaction 2 Place the model Face Up

Revulsion 3-4 Model runs (1 Move towards own edge)

Frenzy 5-6 Model makes 1 Move towards closest ene-
my; double C.C. Attacks for this Turn only 

Injury Table

Injury 2D6 Results

Stunned 2-4 Place the model Face Up

Unconscious 5-6 Place the model Face Down

Minor Injury 7-8 Remove model from table

Major Injury 9-12 Remove model from table

SkilL s & Abilities

Name Effect

Command When nominated, a model with 
Command may also nominate two 
additional friendly models within 
10”.  Note that a model may only 
use this ability when starting the 
turn in the Normal State.

Characteristic 
Increase or 
Decrease

The selected characteristic is in-
creased (M, Dex, Con, A, W) or de-
creased (Dex, Res) by a value of 1.

Hideous Models subject to psychology must 
make a Resolve check when enter-
ing base-to-base with a Hideous 
model.

Lucky The model may re-roll any single 
die once per game.

Tough Injury rolls against this model are 
subject to a -2 penalty.

Undead Model is immune to psychology.

Weapons Table

CLOSE COMBAT C.C. Bonus Damage Special

Unarmed +0 1D Unarmed

Club +1 1D+2

Bowie Knife +1 1D+1

Meat Cleaver +2 1D+2 Parry

RANGED Range Rate Damage Special

.22 Handgun 8” 2D 1D+1

.45 Handgun 10” 1D 1D+2

Shotgun 10” 1D 1D+2 Blast, Power

Double-Barreled 
Shotgun

10” 2D 1D+2 Blast, Power

WEAPON SPECIAL RULES

Blast Add +1 to damage when target is within 6”

Parry When fighting in Close Combat, you may force your 
opponent to re-roll any one of their “to hit” dice.

Power If the target is not removed from the table after de-
termining damage, it is moved D3” directly away 
from the firing model.

Unarmed A model with no Close Combat weapons automati-
cally suffers a “hit” before Close Combat is fought.


